GANPATI SURGICALS

Choose To Buy Latex Examination Gloves,
Face Shield Isolation Mask, Bouﬀant Cap And
More Of High Quality At Fair Prices...
Mr. Nittin
Thapar (Owner)

+91 9990366999

www.ganpatisurgicals.com

About Us
Unity, accountability and honesty are the founding pillars of our company.
Imbibing these core values in our work culture, we, Ganpati Surgicals, aim to be
looked upon as one of the reliable businesses in the market. Quality is another
reason that makes us a company worth associating with. To offer premium
quality Latex Examination Gloves, 12 Ply Sterilized Gauze Swab, Bouffant Cap,
Face Shield Isolation Mask, Zigzag Cotton Pleats, Examination Gloves and 90
Gsm Laminated Cover Suit, we pay strict attention to even the minute details
during production. Thus, ensuring our products remain in compliance with the
industrial quality standards. Owing to our modern infrastructural facility, we have
earned a great reputation of a manufacturer. For maintaining excellent goodwill
in the market, we always prioritize the demands of our customers. By
understanding their requirements thoroughly, we suﬃce those accordingly. This
is the main reason behind our set up of such a large customer base.
Ganpati Surgicals is known for its industrial experience. From the year 2014, we
have been offering unmatched quality of Latex Examination Gloves, Face Shield
Isolation Mask, Bouffant Cap and more. The main objective of our New Delhi,
Delhi, India, established company is to win the trust of our clients by delivering
the quality assured range of products at competitive prices. We use the best
transportation mode for ensuring that all the goods reach the sites of our clients
without any damages. Moreover, all the business policies are formed while
keeping in view the interests of all our business partners and not just us. With us,
our clients have assurance of receiving the best shopping experience.

Hygiene Maintenance
Working in a healthcare industry means stringently maintaining all the hygiene
parameters. Guided by our mentor, Mr. Nittin Thapar, our management ensures
our employees perform their tasks wearing personal protection equipment to
avoid human touch. Moreover, all our employees take necessary precautions
while handling Latex Examination Gloves, Zigzag Cotton Pleats and more. Also,
all our offered goods are carefully sanitized before packaging.

Our Prodcuts

90 Gsm Laminated Cover Suit

Latex Examination Gloves

Disposable Gloves

Absorbent Cotton

Zig Zag Cotton

Rolled Cloth Bandages

Disposable Gloves

Poly Gloves

Emerald Syring

Latex Examination Gloves

Latex Powder Free Examination Gloves

Nitrile Examination Gloves
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